Recent advances in community detection reveal new insights into multiplex, time-dependent, and heterogeneously structured networks. Less work, however, empirically investigates the relationship between membership in these communities and observable outcomes in social systems. We investigate this question in the domain of politics with an application to a crucial outcome of scholarly interest: the onset of violent conflict in the international system. We differentiate between stronger signals of observed relations and weaker signals of affinity and perform multilayer community detection to locate dense multiplex blocs of countries. Although it is often assumed that detected communities are associated with cooperative outcomes, we find evidence that membership in these communities can also be a significant predictor of conflict. The results point to the need to devote more empirical attention to the relationship between different tie types and observed network outcomes in community detection research.
Introduction
Community structure is a fundamental feature of complex networks. The task consists of the identification of subgraphs where vertices exhibit dense within-group ties relative to out-group ties [1] . Such structure has been found in diffuse types of physical, biological, and social networks and has shed light on applications that range from disease surveillance to paper citation patterns [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Modularity was an early measure to assess the quality of network divisions, and remains influential [10, 11, 12] . Today's battery of community detection tools permits investigation of multilayer, multiplex, and time-dependent networks, including algorithms that can accommodate higher-order features and signed edges [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] .
Advances in algorithm development, however, have not been matched by commensurate empirical applications that reveal insights into substantive outcomes in social networks. In particular, the application of these algorithms to questions of interest to computational social science presents two immediate questions. The first concerns the role of the type of ties on which detection is performed. The second concerns the extent to which these detected communities are related to social and behavioral outcomes, such as cooperation or conflict. An important gap therefore exists between the development and evaluation of new algorithms on well-studied networks and the substantive interpretation and expected causal effects of community membership when these algorithms are applied to understand the empirical world.
With regard to tie type, many physical and technological networks, such as the division of tasks amongst parallel computer processors, enjoy an a priori known set of group numbers and sizes [12] , and so the choice of ties and the clustering task itself is straightforward. In contrast, the social and biological worlds present diffuse types of ties -strong, weak, cooperative, conflictual -from which the researcher must choose one or more slices. It has long been pointed out that different tie types with varying strengths lead to vastly different network outcomes, from job search [18] to functional modules in the brain [19] . Thus, we expect a given node set to be sorted into different community structures dependent upon the tie type under consideration. This question is all the more important given increasing interest in multilayer and multiplex networks, where various sets of ties, such as social media versus research collaboration, are often represented as equally important layers of interaction [20, 21] .
Relatedly, the choice of tie type implies a second immediate question about the relationship between detected communities and observable outcomes in social systems. There is no "true" number of communities that exist in a given network: the number of modules can range from one (the entire network) to the total number of nodes (where each node constitutes a community). Yet, because most work on community detection has so far been devoted to algorithmic development, the literature treats social networks, such as Zachary's karate club, as if the evaluation task is one of division of parallel computer processors with a priori known groups and sizes. In realworld networks, the true data-generating process and the "correct" graph partition are often unknown, which implies that applied researchers do not enjoy access to ground truth communities, and the use of known nodal attribute can result in misleading conclusions [22] . Instead, for the purposes of this paper and undoubtedly for many other studies, the utility of community detection is an empirical question: if communities are important for understanding a network, then they should display statistical relationships with substantive outcomes of interest. It is therefore important that empirical investigation keep pace with present advances in algorithm development.
The present study takes up these two questions in the domain of politics in order to shed new light on a crucial outcome of scholarly interest: the onset of violent conflict in international relations. We engage with these two questions as follows. First, we employ a classification scheme that allows us to disentangle the potentially disparate effects of stronger versus weaker network signals of affinity. In contrast to most previous community detection research on political systems which performs detection on single-mode graphs, we utilize a newly introduced procedure for the detection of communities in multilayer graphs, thus allowing us to more completely appreciate the complex structure of the international system. For stronger signals, we utilize the record of bilateral agreements signed between states as candidate layers in this multilayer graph. For weaker signals, we construct candidate layers based on the already well-studied patterns of United Nations (UN) voting similarity, as well as a newly released dataset of UN speeches. The employment of speeches in addition to votes introduces useful variance in country positions and helps to circumvent the challenges posed by high vote cohesion pointed out in previous UN detection research [23] . We extract multiplex communities based on these strong signals and weak signals and then inferentially model their relationships with the emergence of conflict in the international system during the latter half of the 20th century. This study therefore contributes to the question of the role of different tie types in empirical applications of community detection, as well as the relationship between detected communities and important network outcomes in social systems.
Results

Community Detection Procedure
Observed instances of cooperation and conflict provide useful indications of potential future behavioral outcomes. Work on community detection in International Relations (IR) has studied networks of alliances, conflict, and international trade [13, 24, 25, 26] , among others. At the same time, however, weaker signals of affinity and antagonism, such as votes cast or speeches delivered in political settings, provide a noisier yet potentially useful signal of underlying actor preferences and positions. Indeed, most extant research on community detection in political systems is built upon voting behavior, such as in the UN General Assembly and US Congress [23, 27, 28, 29, 30] .
Existing detection research in IR tends to focus on a single type of tie per study, such as membership in a trading community or voting bloc in the UN [23, 24] , but recent work has found it fruitful to instead conceptualize international interactions as a dense multiplex web [25] . Yet, in the network science literature, it is common to find various social media, workplace, or familial networks stacked together as part of a multilayer graph. This makes sense in the case of algorithm evaluation for newly proposed procedures. In the context of social science, however, the choice of networks on which detection is performed must be theoretically motivated. We expect that the data generating process that leads states to e.g. sign cooperation agreements versus cast votes in the UN is likely to be divergent [31] , and therefore representing these theoretically different layers as a single multilayer graph could yield misleading community membership results. Therefore, in contrast to most extant IR work on community detection, we consider the role of different tie types in the detection process. In contrast to current multiplex detection work, we categorize ties theoretically into stronger and weaker signals of affinity and perform detection separately.
We locate candidate layers for strong signals using the record of bilateral cooperation agreements between states from the World Treaty Index [32, 33] . For each year, we take the multilayer graph G t = (V,E) = {G t 1 ... G t k }, i ∈ {1,2,... k} where G t i = (V, E) is a single elementary network layer that corresponds to one of five distinct topics of bilateral cooperation: science, military, commodities, fisheries, or telecommunications. These topics are selected to incorporate orthogonality -states sign fishery agreements for different reasons than science agreements [34] -and so we can be certain that detected communities represent a cohesive group of cooperators, as opposed to only states that cooperate on one type of topic. These topics also enable us to build upon previous IR network research that employs the first four of these topics [35] . Each layer contains an aligned node set V = V with an undirected and unweighted edge e i j = e ji = (v i , v j ) ∈ E between nodes v i and v j if there exists a bilateral agreement between these two countries in layer G t i . We use a moving window such that if a bilateral agreement was initiated within the past ten years the edge is present, but is assumed to dissipate outside of this window. This provides a sequence of yearly multilayer graphs S G t = {G 1 ...G t }.
We locate candidate layers for weak signals using votes and speeches in the UN. The former have received much IR and community detection research attention [23, 30, 36, 37, 38] . For roll call data, yearly dyadic similarities in voting ideal points are calculated using the Euclidean distance between each pair of states and represented as a V × V similarity matrix. This is described in greater detail in the Methods section. Votes provide one valuable signal about the positions held by actors, but we join recent research that has turned to text data in order to more accurately capture the expressed position similarities of political actors [39, 40, 41] : votes in the UN often display high cohesion, with states casting votes along regional bloc lines, for ceremonial purposes, or because specific agenda items arise beyond the state's control [31, 42] .
To circumvent these challenges, we employ a newly released dataset of speeches delivered during the annual UN General Debate [42] . These speeches are first embedded into vector space using the Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe) algorithm which captures more semantically interesting speech patterns compared to the typical bag-of-words representation of text data [43] . For each year we use a novel distance measure known as Word Mover's Distance, which conceptualizes the state-state speech distance problem as one of minimizing the required effort to move one state's speech embeddings to the vector space location of another state [44] . This distance measure is converted to a similarity score in order to obtain dyadic speech similarities for each year. Because the resultant voting and speech matrices are densely populated, with each state seemingly connected to every other state, we use 5-nearest neighbor clustering to yield candidates for multilayer detection. This nearest neighbor reduction approach has been used previously to identify candidates for community detection in UN votes [30] . To our knowledge, this is the first IR application of word embeddings, and the first political science application of Word Mover's Distance. The notation for the sequence of multilayer weak signal graphs is the same as for the bilateral agreements outlined above.
With these candidate layers for strong and weak signals in hand, we detect multiplex communities, also referred to as blocs in IR research and in other work on community detection in IR [13] . In general, community detection shares close affinities to longstanding IR conceptualizations of polarization as "the degree to which the foreign policies of nations within a single cluster are similar to each other, and the degree to which the foreign policies of nations in different clusters are dissimilar" [45] . A challenge in the case of IR, however, is that heterogenous structure might exist at each individual layer. As mentioned, states initiate bilateral agreements for topic-dependent reasons, and the voting and speech matrices displayed in Fig. 1A exhibit different patterns of similarity. For example, in 1974 Greece and Turkey voted the most similarly amongst NATO members in the UN General Assembly (with ideal points of 0.68 and 0.42, respectively). Yet, that same year the two country's air forces had engaged in a dogfight which led to the death of a Turkish pilot during tensions resulting from Turkey's invasion of Cyprus. In contrast to their votes, their speeches in the UN General Debate that year revealed these tensions, with each blaming the other for the crisis. Other convincing examples also exist, such as India and Pakistan who engaged in a border conflict in 1999, and the Supplementary Information (SI) discusses these examples in depth. Most community detection methods, however, assume that the community structure is similar in each network layer.
In order to detect multilayer communities where elementary layers display heterogenous structure, a newly proposed algorithm known as Multilayer Extraction is employed [46] . The algorithm identifies densely connected vertex-layers in multilayer networks through a significance-based score that quantifies the connectivity of an observed vertex-layer set by comparison with a multilayer fixed degree random graph model. Technical details of the procedure are provided in the introductory paper [46] . From the candidate layers in the strong and weak signal graphs, multilayer detection is performed on each year using this algorithm which yields separate sequences of detected communities, projected into one-mode for strong and weak signals where M st r ong = {M st r ong 1 ... M st r ong t } and M weak = {M weak 1 ... M weak t }, t ∈ {1970,1971,...,1990}. The year 1970 is chosen as the beginning of the sequence, because this is the first available year in the corpus of speeches. The year 1990 is chosen as the final year in the sequence, because we found that bilateral treaty initiation decreased in the wake of the Cold War, appearing to give way to multilateralism. Thus, bilateral treaties become a less useful operationalization of underlying cooperative behavior from the 1990s onwards. Kinne [35] provides a fuller discussion of this phenomenon. Furthermore, we retain only those nodes who voted in the UN General Assembly and spoke in the General Debate in a given year. This is required to align the node sets between layers for the Multilayer Extraction procedure, and we found that this results in the discarding of very little information.
To our knowledge, this is the first empirical study to use the Multilayer Extraction procedure. The pipeline for tering is performed on yearly matrices of pairwise similarities in speeches (top) and voting ideal points (bottom) to yield candidate layers for multilayer community detection. The multilayer extraction algorithm then yields an edge list of detected communities which is projected as a single mode network of detected communities. The procedure is the same for stronger signals, except that the networks start as adjacency matrices and so no clustering on the matrices is required. In (B), the percentage of states who belong to at least one detected multiplex bloc decreases over time. This is also made clear in (C), with darker red indicating a state's membership in more than one bloc and light red indicating membership in a single bloc. More complicated community structure is detected amongst weaker signals compared to relatively consistent and high cohesion in the blocs detected from stronger signals, with both decreasing in size over time.
this procedure is presented in Fig. 1A . Although the final graphs are represented as single-mode projections from the resultant community membership labels, they are considered multiplex in nature because the communities are based on interactions in network layers with different tie types. Figure 2 presents the detected blocs for 1970, 1980, and 1990. As expected, more cohesion is detected amongst states cooperating through formal bilateral agreements, compared to weaker speech and vote signals where more heterogeneity exists. In both cases, the communities appear to become more dense towards the end of the Cold War. Importantly, however, the graphs make clear that different tie types can lead to drastically different community structures detected in the empirical world.
Emergence of Interstate Conflict
In addition to the importance of the types of ties under community detection consideration, the relationship between these communities and observable outcomes is a second crucial aspect that is understudied in the literature. Indeed, subjecting these different types of stronger versus weaker communities to an inferential test helps to bet- ter understand whether such attention to tie type is necessary at all. In the context of IR, extant research focuses on the relationship between membership in detected communities and the onset of violent conflict between states. For example, Lupu and Traag [24] utilize modularity maximization at different resolutions of clustering performed on trading communities. Further, Pauls and Cranmer [30] perform partitioning on graphs of yearly votes in the UN. Both papers find a significant and negative relationship between membership in detected communities and the probability of conflict onset in international relations. To better understand conflict onset and to build upon this previous work, we model conflict onset over time and assess the role of our detected communities in generating that process. This is a hard test for the utility of detected communities, because conflict onset is a relatively rare event, and we require any statistical association between these communities and conflict onset to be significant above and beyond more established covariates in the IR literature. Because the relational nature of network data violates the observational independence assumption required by generalized linear models, we employ a temporal extension to the exponential random graph model [(T)ERGM] [47, 48] . ERGMs are generative models for network data [49] , and their results can be interpreted similarly to coefficients from logistic regression: the coefficients represent the change in log-odds likelihood of observing a tie given a one unit change in the predictor. The outcome network of interest is a yearly snapshot of the conflict onset network where an undirected tie is placed between two states if conflict was initiated in the given year. More details on (T)ERGMs are outlined in the Models section and the SI. In Model 1, we follow previous work in the specification of the control model which contains a battery of covariates that are often found to be associated with conflict onset [30] . The detected multiplex blocs derived from strong and weak signals then enter the model to assess the additional explanatory power held by these dense clusters of states, reported as Model 2. The model starts at 1971 so that the weaker signals from the UN can be lagged by one year. The results are presented in Table 1 .
The coefficient sizes and directions in both models are substantively reasonable. The edges term can be interpreted akin to the intercept term in a logit model: the probability of observing a conflict between a dyad in the network corresponds to a baseline probability of approximately 0.0004 in both models. The significance of the endogenous network statistics of alternating 2-stars, 4-cycles, and geometrically weighted edgewise shared partners (GWESP) indicates that the onset of conflict is indeed governed by complex network processes. These terms indicate that conflict tends to cluster within the network, and each sign is substantively appropriate. Further, traditional covariates from the IR literature display reasonable signs and effect sizes. For example the sharing of a border between two states is often found to be a reliable predictor of conflict [52] , and indeed in our models two states have a log odds of conflict that is ceteris paribus approximately 3.78 times greater than states who do not share a border, i.e. a change in the odds of 43.82. In Model 2 the impact of membership in a multiplex bloc is significant in both bloc types, but with divergent relationships with conflict onset. In the case of blocs detected on weak signals, the coefficient is significantly and negatively associated with conflict onset. This implies that it is less likely to observe conflict between countries that display strong cohesion in their votes and speeches. In contrast, membership in the detected multiplex blocs based on cooperative agreements is significantly and positively associated with conflict onset. Interestingly, this implies that we are more likely to observe conflict between states who are also densely connected in webs of cooperative agreements. It should be noted that the coefficients are surprisingly consistent between the two models. This indicates that the effects of membership in a multiplex bloc are likely to be independent of the effects of the other covariates. This increases our confidence that we are not simply picking up e.g. regional effects of conflict, because the direct contiguity coefficient is nearly identical in both models, even with the inclusion of the multiplex blocs. The SI presents alternative specifications of the models that reveal that these effects are the same when modeling only a single bloc at a time, as opposed to including both in the model simultaneously.
Discussion
Membership in the multiplex blocs derived from strong signals -i.e., observed cooperative agreements -is significantly and positively associated with conflict onset. While this result may appear surprising, it is consistent with a key finding in the IR literature that alliances are often followed by war [53] . We argue that this result is due to at least two reasons. First, bilateral agreements are often used in an attempt to solve controversial issues, but these instruments do not always accomplish this task [53] . If a bilateral agreement is signed, it is often the case that a previously controversial issue existed that could have otherwise led to conflict [54] . If the agreement does not assuage tensions as designed, this tie is a useful indicator for the potential of conflict onset. Second, in order for conflict to emerge in a given dyad, it is often the case that those nodes must have been interacting beforehand: conflict does not emerge in a vacuum but rather is the result of complex network processes [55] . When conflict between a dyad does occur, it often entangles neighboring dyads as well [52, 56] . Therefore, although it is generally assumed that detected communities of affinity will lead to cooperative outcomes, this finding provides evidence that these communities can also be sources of conflict. To be clear, we do not suggest that the act of states signing a bilateral cooperation agreement increases the likelihood that those two states will engage in conflict. Rather, we find that extracting densely connected communities based on these multiplex ties reveals candidate clusters of intimate interaction that provides a source of information about who could and will fight each other.
Furthermore, weak signals provide an important indication of whether or not two states will engage in conflict. Scholars of IR have long posited that unobserved positions and preferences are important drivers of state behavior [57] . The barrier, however, has been a lack of access to data to operationalize these latent variables, as well as models to assess their statistical effects. Although spatial models are the traditional approach to this task in political science [58] , the reduction of international politics to one or two interpretable dimensions is a prohibitively difficult task. Here, we find that community detection methods can reveal useful signal amongst the noise: relatively dense clusters of states can account for meaningful amounts of variance in the behavior of a network, akin to dimensionality reduction of spatial models more typical in political science.
These results build upon previous community detection work in the context of IR in at least two ways. First, Traag and Bruggeman [13] uncovered a similar result in the assessment of their detection algorithm that simultaneously accommodates positive and negative ties, which were operationalized using alliances and the same conflict data source employed by our paper. They found that 24% of conflicts take place within the detected communities. Their paper, however, was more concerned with methodological development and so did not include an inferential model of conflict onset. We find similar evidence by way of more rigorous statistical inference: membership in multiplex communities based on states' observed cooperation patterns is positively associated with conflict onset. Second, Pauls and Cranmer [30] find that membership in communities based upon states' UN voting patterns is negatively associated with conflict. Our results build upon this finding through the multiplex incorporation of votes and speech patterns in the UN, and we also find a negative and significant relationship between these detected communities and the onset of violent conflict in the international system. These results hold two important implications for the community detection literature. First, these results point to the need to consider the role of the types of ties in empirical applications. We find it useful to employ an explicit classification scheme of strong versus weak signals, which shares affinities in a sociological context with the strong versus weak ties argument proposed by Granovetter [18] , albeit for different theoretical reasons. Here, observed ties of cooperation versus unobserved ties of affinity display opposite yet significant associations with the outcome of interest. Second, the predominant assumption is that communities of affinity lead to cooperative network outcomes, and we find evidence that this need not be the case. This assumption is instead an empirical question and will depend upon the application and system under investigation. Fortunately, rapid advances in algorithm development now permit the investigation of diffuse questions of computational social science interest.
Methods
Data
The two types of hypothesized multiplex blocs -strong vs. weak signals -are operationalized in this study using bilateral cooperation agreements and UN votes and speeches, respectively. The former are obtained from the World Treaty Index [32, 33] , which provides the most complete record of bilateral international agreements on a wide range of topics. We specifically included the treaties under the categories of "Science and Technology" (7SCIEN), "Military Procedures" (9MILIT), "Raw Materials Trade" (3COMMO), "Fisheries" (8FISH), and "Telecommunications" (6TELCO). These topics were chosen in line with previous network cooperation research [35] , with the addition of telecommunications to ensure that local regional effects were included. The dataset contains an edge list of dyads that were party to the treaty, as well as the year that the treaty was signed and a qualitative description of the treaty's purpose.
The weak signal data are based on UN General Assembly votes and UN General Debate speeches. For roll call data, we utilize yearly country ideal points estimated on a single dimension via a dynamic ordinal spatial model [38] . This model provides a unidimensional reduction of countries' yea, nay, or abstain decisions on a variety of UN agenda voting items, often interpreted in political science to be a useful indication of a given country's preferences or positions with respect to a given topic. These data are available online at: Harvard Dataverse 1902.1/12379. In addition, we utilize the record of annual speeches delivered by country representatives -often heads of state -during the annual UN General Debate [42] . These speeches are stored as plain text files with associated metadata and are available online at: Harvard Dataverse doi.org/10.7910/DVN/0TJX8Y.
In addition to performing community detection on the above data, we also directly model these clusters against the onset of violent conflict in the international system. We utilize data originally collected for a study by Pauls and Cranmer [30] that looked at a similar question as the current study, and we thank the authors for sharing these materials. The outcome network of interest is constructed from conflict onset data from the Correlates of War (COW) project's Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) dataset (v4.1) [59] . An undirected tie is considered to be present if a MID of level 4 or 5 was initiated between a dyad during the year of interest. These are the two levels of greatest hostility covered in the dataset, with the former corresponding to such actions as occupation of territory or declaration of war, and the latter corresponding to the initiation of war. More details on the conflict data are available online at: Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research, doi.org/10.3886/ICPSR24386.v1.
Other covariates in the inferential model include the following. Democracy is a node attribute equal to 1 if the country's Polity IV score is greater than or equal to 7. Direct contiguity enters the model as an indicator variable equal to 1 if two countries share a geographic border or share a sea border within 400 miles of each other. Capabilities ratio refers to the ratio of two countries composite index of national capabilities scores, which utilizes various measures of state capabilities, including population, military expenditures, and iron and steel production. Trade dependence is operationalized as the total yearly trade flow from i to j, divided by the GDP of i. Finally, security and economic IGO dependence are operationalized as the total number of third-party states to which i and j are jointly connected through security and economic-oriented intergovernmental organizations, respectively. Pauls and Cranmer [30] provide more details on these control variables.
Models
To locate vector space representations of the corpus, we utilize the Stanford NLP group's Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe) unsupervised learning algorithm [43] . GloVe is a popular log bilinear, weighted least squares model that trains on global word-word co-occurence counts to make efficient use of the corpus statistics. Because it factorizes a word-context co-occurrence matrix, it shares affinities with traditional count methods like latent semantic analysis or principle component analysis. First, the raw texts are stemmed and trimmed of any tokens that appear fewer than 6 times or in fewer than 5% of speeches across the corpus. This pre-processing was found to improve the quality of the located embeddings. A context window of 5 (i.e. 5 words before and 5 words after the target feature) was used. To tune the model's parameters, we used a word vector size of 100 and a maximum term co-occurrence of 10 for the weighting function. This yields "main" and "context" vectors which are subsequently averaged together per the suggestion of the original GloVe paper [43] to locate the final embedding space.
We then calculate the distances between each pair of states in each year using the relaxed variant of the recently introduced Word Mover's Distance [44] (RWMD). This novel measure utilizes the embedding space and each country's term-document matrix to measure the cumulative distance required to transform one state's speech point cloud into that of another state, ensuring that distances are not simply a function of the use of different words, but rather differences in the semantic structure of their speech. More details on this procedure are outlined in the SI. Corpus ingestion was conducted using the quanteda package [60] , and the GloVe model was fitted and RWMDs were calculated using the text2vec package [61] . All analysis was conducted in the R statistical programming environment [51] .
To model the evolution of the conflict onset network, we employ a temporal extension to the exponential random graph model [(T)ERGM] [47, 48] . Originally proposed by Wasserman and Pattison [49] (and also known as p * models), ERGMs are generative models for the performance of inference on network data that have found widespread employment across the network and social sciences [62, 63, 64] . The model used here assesses uncertainty using a bootstrap approach proposed by Desmarais and Cranmer [65, 66] , and the models were fitted using the btergm package [50] .
In addition to the controls outlined above, the following endogenous dependencies are specified in the model. The edges term represents the total number of ties in the graph, akin to the intercept term in regression models. Alternating 2-stars adds alternating sequences of two-paths (i.e. unclosed triangles) to the model, whereas 4-cycles exist when four nodes are connected in a box-like structure, namely e iv = e iu = e jv = e u j = 1 [67] . Finally, geometrically weighted edgewise shared partners (GWESP) adds a statistic equal to the geometrically downweighted shared partner distribution, here with a fixed decay parameter of 0. The latter three of these statistics are used to model potential clustering in the conflict onset network.
Data Availability
The datasets and replication code required to produce the results from the analysis are available on GitHub at: github.com/sjankin/polar.
Supplementary Information The UN General Debate Corpus
We draw on the newly released UN General Debate Corpus [42] which contains every country statement in the UN General Debate between 1970 and 2017. The General Debate (GD) takes place every September at the start of each new session of the UN General Assembly (UNGA). It provides all member states with the opportunity to address the UNGA and to present their perspective on key issues in world politics. Governments use their GD statements to put on the record their position on events that have occurred during the past year and on longerterm underlying issues in world politics related to issues such as conflict, terrorism, development, human rights, and climate change.
A principal difference between GD statements and UNGA voting is that the GD statements are not institutionally connected to decision-making in the UN. As a result, governments are free to discuss the issues they consider to be of greatest importance in world politics, regardless of whether an issue is on the formal agenda of the UNGA. Therefore, as Smith [68, 155] notes, the General Debate acts "as a barometer of international opinion on important issues, even those not on the agenda for that particular session." In providing information about states' preferences on world politics, the GD provides a valuable data source for measuring polarization in International Relations. In addition to being the one major forum where states present their views on international politics free from external constraints, the fact that it takes place annually and includes all UN member states enables comparison over time and across countries. Readers are encouraged to consult Baturo et al [42] for a comprehensive introduction to the corpus.
As mentioned in the main text, we discuss an example where disagreement is obvious in states' GD speeches but less obvious in their voting behavior. Consider the following brief excerpts from the GD speeches of Greece and Turkey in 1974.
Greece: On 15 July a coup, condemned by all of us, was staged to overthrow Archbishop Makarios, the legitimate, elected President of the Republic. This coup was not directed against the Turkish Cypriot community of the island... During the fighting while the coup was in progress, not a single Turkish Cypriot was killed or injured. Yet five days later, large Turkish invasion forces were landing in Cyprus and the Turkish Air Force was launching indiscriminate attacks against unarmed civilians, under the flimsy pretext of protecting the Turkish Cypriot minority on the island, which, I repeat, had not been harmed in any way... Two hours later, the Turkish troops were on the move again, sowing death and destruction, killing United Nations troops, bombing hospitals and schools. Repeated cease-fire calls by the Security Council went unheeded. Turkey even ignored the ceasefire proclaimed by its own Prime Minister on 16 August 1974.
Turkey: Turkey has constantly had to face faits accomplis of increasingly serious scope, particularly since 1963. The most recent and the most serious of these faits accomplis was, as we all know, that of 15 July last: a foreign Power undertook a coup d'etat which it had long been fomenting and the purpose of which was to annex the island... The coup d'etat of 15 July was directed precisely against the Turkish community and was directly aimed at the annexation of the island to Greece... I have not, however, finished correcting all the false allegations and baseless charges made by my colleague. I reserve the right to do so when we speak on this matter before the General Assembly. My Greek colleague's speech, unfortunately, shows the nature of the atmosphere in which the debate will take place on the future of the two communities, Turkish and Greek, in the island.
The two representatives are outlining their positions on the controversy related to the Turkish invasion of Cyprus. Expressed disagreement on this topic is clearly present in the speeches, but as mentioned in the main paper, the two countries' voting ideal points for that year at the most similar amongst all NATO members. A further example is illustrated in the speeches and voting habits of India and Pakistan in 1999, the year the two countries went to war (the Kargil War). Consider the following excerpts from their General Debate statements that year:
Pakistan: The Kargil crisis was a manifestation of the deeper malaise spawned by the unresolved Kashmir problem and India's escalating repression of the Kashmiri people. India launched a massive military operation in Kargil and threatened a wider conflict by mobilizing its armed forces all along the Pakistan-India international border. Pakistan acted with restraint... India's repression in Jammu and Kashmir has killed thousands of Kashmiris, forced hundreds of thousands into exile, led to three wars between Pakistan and India and consigned the two countries to a relationship of endemic conflict and mistrust. India: Premeditated aggression by regular forces was committed against India. Not simply was the Lahore Declaration violated, but so was the Simla Agreement, which had prevented conflict for more than a quarter of a century. In self-defence, yet with the utmost restraint, India took all necessary and appropriate steps to evict the aggressor forces from its territory.... We have been greatly disappointed by this compulsive hostility of Pakistan, because it is an aberration in our region today, where all the other South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries are at peace with each other, and are trying, bilaterally and through the SAARC mechanisms, to tackle together the great challenge of development.
Tensions are clearly present in the textual data of the respective countries. That same year, however, India and Pakistan casted very similar votes in the UN, with ideal points of -0.797 and -0.739, respectively. Therefore, both sources of data appear to provide useful signals of different aspects of underlying state preferences.
Word embeddings
In order to use texts together with votes to estimate preference affinity, we first consider how to better exploit the information contained in textual data, namely unsupervised learned word embeddings. In the broader natural language processing (NLP) literature, there has been a surge of research devoted to the development of distributional representations of speech which retain syntactical language qualities in ways that the bag-of-words (BOW) approach typically used in political text analysis research is not equipped to retain. The hypothesis claims that words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings [69] . When operationalized, the unique intuition is that similar words and phrases, such as "atomic, weapons" and "nuclear, warheads" are found in relatively proximate vector space locations. Although the BOW performs surprisingly well, this example has no features in common, and a BOW representation would assign low similarity scores or high distances. Word embeddings help to ensure that communities are detected amongst states that are actually expressing different positions, as opposed to simply using different language to express the same sentiment.
When results are projected onto a two dimensional surface, language relationships surface, such as the clustering of synonyms, antonyms, scales (e.g. democracy to authoritarianism), hyponym-hypernyms (e.g. democracy is a type of regime), co-hyponyms (e.g. atom bombs and ballistic missiles are types of weapons), and groups of words which tend to appear in similar contexts like diplomat, envoy, and embassy. Mikolov and collaborators introduce an evaluation scheme based on word analogies that examines dimensions of difference in vector space [70, 71] . They originally reached the surprising conclusion that simple vector addition and subtraction uncovers interesting linear substructures of human language, famously that king − man + woman = queen.
To locate vector space representations of our corpus, we utilize the Stanford NLP group's Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe) unsupervised learning algorithm [43] . GloVe is a popular log bilinear, weighted least squares model that trains on global word-word co-occurence counts to make efficient use of the corpus statistics. Because it factorizes a word-context co-occurrence matrix, it is closer to traditional count methods like latent semantic analysis or principle component analysis. 1 Readers are encouraged to consult the GloVe paper for full technical details, but we describe our approach and resultant vector space here. The model is expressed as:
where θ represents parameters, W is the vocabulary size, u ∈R d and v ∈R d are column and row word vectors, P ij is the co-occurrence matrix of all pairs of words that ever co-occur, and f (·) is a weighting function which assigns lower weights to words which frequently co-occur. This lattermost term serves as a cap on very frequent words, for example articles like "the" which provide little predictive information. The algorithm seeks to minimize the distance between the inner product of the word vectors and the log count of the co-occurrence of the two words.
Compared to skip-gram approaches which update at each context window, it is clear from the utilization of P ij that the model trains relatively quickly since it uses the known corpus statistic of word co-occurrences for the entire corpus at once.
The Models section of the main paper outlines the parameters we chose. We follow the computer science literature suggestion of tuning these parameters until reasonable and reliable linear combinations of language are located. Future work should explore in greater detail how systematic tuning decisions for social science applications can be made. Here, we present three analogical examples from the located embeddings:
where each v describes a vector space location of the given feature, and the cosine similarity between each vector space location is added or subtracted to find the closest vector offsets (with cosine similarity printed underneath). These analogies are interpreted, for example, as "agreement" is to "peace" as "weapon" is to "destruct". These examples appear to encode relations of cause-effect and geographic alliance patterns, respectively. The latter two are not analogies, but rather the resultant vector space location when the first two vectors are added together. As found in the wider NLP literature, the implication is that these vector space models are surprisingly effective at capturing different lexical relations, despite the lack of supervision.
To measure expressed (dis)agreement in these speeches, it is necessary to derive a document-level representation of the learned embeddings. Although well-established measurements based on cosine similarity, Euclidean distance, or Pearson correlations could be applied to the word embeddings, we utilized the relaxed variant of a newly introduced document distance measure that exploits information contained in both the word embeddings and term-document matrices: the (relaxed) Word Mover's Distance [(r)WMD] [44] . WMD measures the cumulative distance required to transform one state's speech point cloud into that of another state, ensuring that differences do not simply reflect the use of different words. States employ varied language and lexical patterns to describe similar topics. For example, if state A says "nuclear weapons are bad," and state B says "atom bombs are terrible," the only feature in common is the term "are," which leads to near-orthogonality in their BOW vectors and low similarity scores. If a third state C says "atom bombs are good," then B and C would exhibit the highest cosine similarity of the three, despite having the opposite expressed policy positions.
WMD innovates by leveraging the finding that embedding distances between word vectors are semantically meaningful. WMD represents text documents as a weighted point cloud of embedded words where the distance between two documents is the minimum cumulative distance that words from document A would need to travel to match exactly the point cloud of document B [44] . This has been shown to yield state-of-the-art classification accuracy [73] . Although WMD is relatively fast to compute, we use the relaxed variant (RWMD), which results in tighter bounds and is shown to yield lower test error rates. In short, this relaxes the optimization problem through the removal of one of the two constraints. If we let d and d be the BOW representations of two documents in the n − 1 dimensional simplex of word distributions which we obtained above, we can express RWMD as:
where T ∈R n×n is a sparse flow matrix where T ≥ 0 denotes how much of word i in d travels to word j in d and
T ij c(i, j) is defined to be the distance between the two documents as the minimum weighted cumulative cost required to move all words from d to d . Then, the optimal solution is found when each word in d moves all of its probability mass to the most similar word in d . This optimal matrix T * i j is decided by:
where d i is the distance of interest which we normalize and convert to a similarity score using equation 4 above and 1 − nor m, respectively. The result is a list of V × V matrices A with one matrix A t for each year in the corpus and where A i j is the speech similarity score between states i and j with the diagonals of the matrices set to 0.
Alternative Model Specifications and Evaluations
The main paper reports two models: one which specifies control variables that are likely to be associated with conflict onset, and a second model that contains the two types of clusters specified simultaneously. We also modeled these clusters separately to assess the possibility that the coefficients on the control variables might react differently with the inclusion of only one type of multiplex bloc, as well as to check whether the coefficients on the blocs were different when modeled separately. Table 2 reports the results of this procedure. We find that the coefficients for the controls and clusters are steady across models. When compared to the results of Model 2 in the main paper, it appears that membership in the strong versus weak signal clusters display independent and significant effects.
In order to compare the fits of the two models reported in the main body of the paper, we also present the in-sample fit and out-of-sample performance of each model. For ERGMs, in-sample goodness-of-fit is assessed through the simulation of several networks using the fitted model. Then, the analyst measures how well the simulations capture network statistics that were not originally specified in the model. For each time step, 50 networks were simulated from the fitted model and statistics for dyad-wise shared partners, edge-wise shared partners, and degree are plotted below. If the model has sufficiently captured the data generating process (i.e. the onset of violent conflict), then the statistics from the simulated networks (represented as box plots) should be near to the distributions of those statistics in the observed network (represented as black lines). Ideally, the black lines would cross the medians of the simulated box plots. These results are presented in Fig. 3 , with values offset by 1 and logged in order to aid in visualization. The simulations from each of the models display strong goodness-of-fits. Although neither model drastically outperforms the other, this increases our confidence that the data generating process has been adequately captured. In-sample goodness-of-fit diagnostics as measured by dyad-wise shared partners, edge-wise shared partners, and degree, for Model 1 (top row) and Model 2 (bottom row) from the main paper.
Second, although the prediction of conflict out-of-sample is not a goal of this paper, it is worthwhile to compare the models' relative capacities to do so. This more challenging task helps to assess the extent to which one model over another more adequately captures the data generating process of conflict onset. For ERGMs, an especially useful metric is the area under the precision recall curve. For this task, a fitted model is trained on five year windows and out-of-sample conflict onset prediction in the sixth year (i.e. the formation of a tie in the outcome network of interest) is attempted. The box plots in Fig. 4 display the areas under the PR curve for each of the reported models in the main paper, as well as the performance of a random graph for comparison. Although the median of Model 2 which includes the multiplex clusters is higher than the control model (0.055 vs. 0.035), there is not a significant difference in means according to a two-sample t-test (t = 0.438, p = 0.665). Furthermore, both models substantially outperform a random graph, but the areas under the precision recall curve are substantively small. Although this model was built for inference, and not prediction, this is further confirmation that conflict onset prediction indeed remains a challenging task to statisticians and political scientists. The in-sample goodness-of-fits indicate that the model is adequately specified to the data at hand, but we see little reason to strongly prefer one model over the other when it comes to out-of-sample predictive performance. For future research, the finding that membership in detected communities is a significant predictor of conflict -albeit with divergent effects -provides evidence of an understudied and potentially fruitful inferential path forward to better understand the onset of violent conflict in the international system.
